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-A-

ACCEPTABLE SOURCES OF CONTRIBUTIONS
See “CONTRIBUTIONS”

ACCRUED EXPENSES

Reporting
Reg(s) 18421.6,

ACTIVITY EXPENSE

Accounting
Reg(s) 18610, 18612

Definition
Section(s) 86111; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18945, 18950

Reporting
Section(s) 86112, 86113, 86114, 86116; Reg(s) 18611, 18613, 18614, 18616, 18616.4, 18623, 18640, 18942

ACTS PROHIBITED; LOBBYIST
See “LOBBYIST”

ADJUSTING AN AMOUNT FOR COST OF LIVING CHANGES;
DEFINITION
Section(s) 82001

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
Section(s) 82002, 91000.5; Reg(s) 18202, 18610, 18612, 18615

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
Consideration of Proposed Decision by
Reg(s) 18361.9

Rejection of Decision of
Section(s) 83116.3; Reg(s) 18327

ADVERTISEMENT

Definition
Section(s) 84501; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18421.11. 18401, 18450.1 18450.11

Disclosure; Amendments
Section(s) 84502; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18450.1, 18450.5, 18450.6

Disclosure; Committee Name
Section(s) 84502; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18450.1, 18450.2, 18450.4, 18450.6, 18450.7, 18450.9, 18531.5

Disclosure; Electronic Media
Section(s) 84504.3, 84504.4, 84504.6, 84504.8, 84509; Reg(s) 18450.1, 18450.2, 18450.9; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18450.1, 18450.4, 18450.5, 18450.6, 18450.8, 18450.9, 18531.5

Disclosure; Generally
Section(s) 84501 – 84511; Reg(s) 18402, 18421.5, 18421.11, 18450.1-18450.11, 18531.5

Disclosure; Independent Expenditure Not Authorized by Candidate
Section(s) 84506.5; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18450.1, 18450.4, 18450.6, 18450.7

Disclosure; Independent Expenditure; Political Parties and Candidates
Section(s) 84504.5; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18450.1, 18450.4, 18450.6, 18450.8, 18450.9

Disclosure; Languages Other Than English
Reg(s) 18450.6

Disclosure; Print Ads
Section(s) 84504.2, 84504.5; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18450.1, 18450.6, 18450.8, 18450.9, 18531.5

Disclosure; Radio, Television, Video
Section(s) 84502, 84504, 84504.1, 84504.4, 84504.5, 84509; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18450.1, 18450.4, 18450.5, 18450.6, 18450.8, 18450.9, 18521.5, 18531.5

Disclosure; Text Messages
Section(s) 84502, 84504.7; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18450.6, 18531.5

ADVICE, REQUESTS FOR COMMISSION
See “COMMISSION”

AGENCY; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82003; Reg(s) 18754

AGENCY OFFICIAL; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82004, 86111; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18249, 18945, 18950

AGGREGATED CONTRIBUTIONS
See “CONTRIBUTIONS”

AMENDMENT BY LEGISLATURE OF CHAPTER ON BALLOT PAMPHLETS
Section(s) 88007

AMENDMENT OR REPEAL OF TITLE
Section(s) 81012

AMENDMENTS TO CONFLICT OF INTEREST CODE BY AGENCY
See “CONFLICT OF INTEREST CODES”

AMENDMENTS TO REPORTS AND STATEMENTS
See “REPORTS AND STATEMENTS”

ANNUAL FEE; COMMITTEE
Section(s) 84101.5

ANONYMOUS CONTRIBUTIONS; PROHIBITION
Section(s) 84304

APPLICABILITY OF OTHER STATE LAW
Section(s) 91014

APPROPRIATION TO THE COMMISSION; DISCLOSURE IN STATE BUDGET
Section(s) 83122

ASSISTANT TREASURER
Section(s) 84100; Reg(s) 18316.6, 18400, 18401, 18426.1, 18427

ATTORNEY’S FEES
Legal Defense, for
Section(s) 85304, 85304.5; Reg(s) 18521.5, 18530.4, 18530.45, 18535
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Use of campaign funds for
Sections(s) 89511, 89513, 89514, 89519; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18421.7, 18530.4, 18531.2, 18951, 18960

AUDITS AND INVESTIGATIONS BY COMMISSION
See “COMMISSION”

AUDITS
Section(s) 90000-90008; Reg(s) 18530.4, 18530.45, 18531.62, 18601, 18991-18998

AUTHORITY OF COMMISSION
See “COMMISSION”

-B-

BALLOT MEASURE COMMITTEES

Campaign Statements
Section(s) 81010.5, 84202.3, 84204.5; Reg(s) 18115, 18466

Cumulation When Qualifying
Section(s) 82018; Reg(s) 18421.4

Identification
Section(s) 84107; Reg(s) 18521.5, 18531.5

BALLOT MEASURE CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES; REPORTS
Section(s) 84204.5; Reg(s) 18466

BALLOT PAMPHLET
Section(s) 85600, 85601, 88000-88007

Duties of Legislative Analyst
Section(s) 88003

Duties of Legislative Counsel
Section(s) 88005.5

Format
Section(s) 88002

Manner; Form of Printing Measures
Section(s) 88004

Printing Specifications
Section(s) 88005

Public Examination
Section(s) 88006

Responsibility for
Section(s) 88000

Summary
Section(s) 88002.5

BANK ACCOUNT; CAMPAIGN
See “CAMPAIGN BANK ACCOUNT”

BEHESTD OF, MADE AT THE
Section(s) 82041.3; Reg(s) 18225.7, 18424, 18424.1, 18424.2

BEHESTED PAYMENT REPORTING
Section(s) 82004.5, 82015; Reg(s) 18215, 18215.2, 18225.7, 18424, 18424.1, 18424.2

BEHESTED PAYMENT REPORTING
Section(s) 84224; Reg(s) 18225.7, 18424, 18424.1, 18424.2, 18424.3

BENEFICIARY OF A GIFT; NOTIFICATION TO
See “GIFT”

BIENNIAL REPORTS BY STATE AGENCIES; CONFLICT OF INTEREST CODES
See “CONFLICT OF INTEREST CODES”

BUSINESS ENTITY; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82005

BUSINESS POSITIONS; STATEMENTS OF ECONOMIC INTEREST
Section(s) 87209; Reg(s) 18230, 18723.1, 18730, 18732.5, 18754

-C-

CALENDAR YEAR FILERS; MULTIPURPOSE ORGANIZATIONS
Section(s) 84222; Reg(s) 18422, 18422.1, 18427.1

CAMPAIGN BANK ACCOUNT
Section(s) 85201; Reg(s) 18221, 18221.3, 18520 – 18526, 18531.6, 18531.61, 18531.63, 18531.64, 18537

CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE
Section(s) 81005, 84100 – 84511; Reg(s) 18227, 18316.6, 18400, 18401-18451, 18521, 18531.5, 18537

CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE: PROHIBITED EXEMPTIONS
Section(s) 84400; Reg(s) 18401

CAMPAIGN FUNDS

Commingling with Personal Funds
Section(s) 84307

Defined
Sections(s) 89511; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18421.7, 18960

Fundraising Payments Made to a Spouse or Domestic Partner; Prohibition
Section(s) 84307.5

Held by Candidates and Committees
Section(s) 89510-89522; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18421.7, 18530.4, 18531.2, 18951, 18960, 18961

Prohibited Use; Personal Benefit
Section(s) 89511, 89512, 89512.5, 89513, 89521; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18421.7, 18960

Prohibited Use Under Elections Code
Section(s) 89522

Surplus
Section(s) 89519; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18530.4, 18531.2, 18951

Use of
See “USE OF CAMPAIGN FUNDS”
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CAMPAIGN RECORDKEEPING
Section(s) 84104; Reg(s) 18360.1, 18360.3, 18401, 18421.31, 18422.1, 18426.1, 18531.62

CAMPAIGN STATEMENTS
Amendments
Section(s) 81004.5

Ballot Measure Committees
Section(s) 81010.5, 84202.3, 84204.5; Reg(s) 18115, 18466

Combined Statements
Section(s) 81010.5, 84205; Reg(s) 18115

Consolidated Statements
Section(s) 84209

Contents
Section(s) 82048.8, 84211; Reg(s) 18225.7, 18227, 18229.1, 18401, 18404, 18404.1, 18404.2, 18405, 18406, 18420, 18421, 18421.1, 18421.3-18421.9, 18421.10, 18421.11, 18423, 18428, 18430, 18435, 18526, 18531.5, 18537, 18943

Definition
Section(s) 82006

Filing
Section(s) 81005, 81010.5, 84200 – 84225; Reg(s) 18115, 18225.7, 18227, 18229.1, 18401, 18404, 18404.1, 18404.2, 18405, 18406, 18420, 18421, 18421.1, 18421.3-18421.9, 18422, 18422.1, 18422.5, 18423, 18425 – 18428, 18430, 18431, 18435, 18451, 18465.1, 18466, 18526, 18531.5, 18537, 18537.1, 18550, 18570

Odd-Year Campaign Statements
Section(s) 81010.5, 84202.7; Reg(s) 18115

Preelection Statements
Section(s) 84200.5, 84200.8, 84200.9; Reg(s) 18405, 18531.5

Retention Period
Section(s) 84104; Reg(s) 18360.1, 18360.3, 18401, 18421.31, 18422.1, 18426.1, 18531.62

Semi-Annual Statements
Section(s) 81010.5, 84200; Reg(s) 18115, 18405, 18420, 18426

Termination of Campaign Filing Requirements
Section(s) 84214; Reg(s) 18401, 18404, 18404.1, 18531.5 18537.1

Where to File
Section(s) 84215; Reg(s) 18227, 18404.1, 18405, 18451

CANDIDATE
Definition
Section(s) 82007; Reg(s) 18404, 18531.5

Short Form for Candidates Who Receive and Spend Less Than $2,000
Section(s) 81010.5, 84206; Reg(s) 18115, 18406

Statement of Economic Interests
Section(s) 81010.5, 87201; Reg(s) -18115, 18531.5, 18723.1-18730, 18732.5

Statement of Intention to be a Candidate
Section(s) 85200; Reg(s) 18520, 18521, 18531.5, 18536, 18537.1, 18542

CASH AND IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS; LIMITATIONS
Section(s) 84300; Reg(s) 18215.4

CERTIFICATION; LOBBYIST
See “LOBBYIST”

CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS SOCIETY REPRESENTATIVE; LOBBYIST EXEMPTION
Section(s) 86300; Reg(s) 18249

CITY; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82008

CITY ATTORNEYS OF CHARTER CITIES; ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY
Section(s) 91001.5

CIVIL ACTION

Complaints; Procedure For
Section(s) 91007

Precluded by Commission Order
Section(s) 91008.5

Remedies for Article Violations
Section(s) 84510; Reg(s) 18450.1, 18450.6

CIVIL LIABILITY

Amount; Court Judgment
Section(s) 91009

Violations of Reporting Requirements
Section(s) 91004; Reg(s) 18315, 18427

Violations of Campaign, Lobbyist, and Conflict of Interest Requirements
Section(s) 91005; Reg(s) 18315

CIVIL PENALTIES
Section(s) 91005.5; Reg(s) 18315

CLERK; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82009.5

CLOSING DATE; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82010

CODE REVIEWING BODY; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82011

COLLECTION OF PENALTIES
See “PENALTIES”

COMMISSION
Section(s) 83100-83124; Reg(s) 18200, 18307-18371, 18402, 18402.2, 18420, 18420.1, 18423, 18435, 18440, 18450.1, 18450.5, 18521.5, 18531.5, 18531.10, 18535, 18539.2, 18544, 18545, 18751

Additional Duties
Section(s) 83113; Reg(s) 18313, 18313.5, 18313.6

Administration and Implementation of Title; Commission
Section(s) 83111; Reg(s) 18200, 18310.1 18361.10

Advice and Opinions, Requests for
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Section(s) 83114; Reg(s) 18320 – 18329.6, 18329, 18329.5

Audits and Investigations by Commission
Section(s) 90003, 90005, 90006; Reg(s) 18531.62, 18998

Civil Service Classification; Commission Staff
Section(s) 83109

Compensation
Section(s) 83106; Reg(s) 18307

Conflict of Interest Code
Reg(s) 18351

Conflict of Interest Codes; Technical Assistance to Agencies
Section(s) 87312; Reg(s) 18751

Definition
Section(s) 82012

Delegation of Authority
Section(s) 83108; Reg(s) 18319, 18361.9, 18363, 18751

Duties and Authority
Section(s) 83111-83116, 83117, 83118, 83119, 83123.6, 83124; Reg(s) 18200, 18310.1, 18312, 18313, 18313.5, 18313.6, 18315, 18327, 18351, 18360, 18361-18361.8, 18361.10, 18362, 18363

Executive Officer; Staff; Staff Compensation
Section(s) 83107; Reg(s) 18327

Gift Prohibition; Commission Members
Section(s) 83117.5

Investigations; Notice; Sworn Complaints
Section(s) 83115; Reg(s) 18315, 18360, 18361 – 18361.8, 18362

Meetings
Sections(s) 83110; Reg(s) 18310, 18310.1

Membership
Section(s) 83100-83105

Principal Office
Section(s) 83110

Qualifications; Removal; Commission Members
Section(s) 83105

Rules and Regulations
Section(s) 81014, 83112, 84501.1; Reg(s) 18200, 18312, 18327, 18351, 18402, 18420, 18420.1, 18423, 18435, 18440, 18450.1, 18450.5, 18450.6, 18521.5, 18531.5, 18535, 18539.2

Self-Incrimination; Grant of Immunity
Section(s) 83119

Subpoena Powers
Section(s) 83118; Reg(s) 18363

Terms of Office; Commission Members
Section(s) 83103

Title, Actions to Implement
Section(s) 83111.5

Vacancies; Quorum
Section(s) 83104

COMMITTEE

Annual Fee
Section(s) 84101.5

Controlled Committee, Defined
Section(s) 82016; Reg(s) 18217, 18405, 18521.5

Definition
Section(s) 82013; Reg(s) 18402.2, 18404.2, 18420.1, 18421.10, 18428, 18450.3 18521.5

General Purpose Committee, Defined
Section(s) 82027.5; Reg(s) 18227.5, 18421.8, 18521.5

Identification of
Section(s) 84102, 84106; Reg(s) 18402, 18402.1, 18404.1, 18410, 18419, 18421.8, 18430, 18503, 18521.5

Independent Expenditure Committee, Defined
Section(s) 82013(b)

Major Donor Committee, Defined
Section(s) 82013(c)

Organization of
Section(s) 81010.5, 84100 – 84108; Reg(s) 18115, 18316.6, 18400, 18401, 18402, 18402.1 18404, 18404.1 18410, 18419, 18422.1, 18426.1, 18427, 18427.1, 18430, 18503, 18521, 18531.5

Political Party Committee
Section(s) 85205; Reg(s) 18530.3

Primarily Formed Committee
Section(s) 82047.5; Reg(s) 18247.5, 18421.8, 18521.5

Recipient Committee, Defined
Section(s) 82013(a)

Small Contributor Committee
Section(s) 85203; Reg(s) 18503

Sponsored Committee, Defined
Section(s) 82048.7; Reg(s) 18419, 18421.1

Termination
Section(s) 84214; Reg(s) 18401, 18404, 18404.1, 18531.5 18537.1

Verification; Campaign Statements
Section(s) 84213; Reg(s) 18427, 18465.1, 18570

COMMUNICATIONS AMONG MEMBERS; CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES
See “CONTRIBUTIONS”

COMMUNICATIONS; REPORTING REQUIREMENTS WHEN MAKING
Section(s) 81010.5, 85310; Reg(s) 18115, 18521.5, 18531.10, 18539.2

COMPENSATION; COMMISSION
See “COMMISSION”

COMPLAINTS; PROCEDURE FOR CIVIL ACTION
See “CIVIL ACTION”
CONFLICT OF INTEREST CODE

Amendments
Section(s) 87306, 87307; Reg(s) 18329.5, 18351, 18736, 18737, 18750, 18751, 18755

Approval, Requirements for
Section(s) 87309; Reg(s) 18751

Biennial Reports by State Agencies; Conflict of Interest Codes
Section(s) 87306; Reg(s) 18329.5, 18351, 18736, 18750, 18751, 18755

Definition
Section(s) 82014

Exemption
Section(s) 87300 – 87310; Reg(s) 18751

Failure to Submit, Adopt, or Amend a Code
Section(s) 87304; Reg(s) 18751

Formulation
Section(s) 87301; Reg(s) 18730, 18751

Fair Political Practices Commission
Section(s) 87300; Reg(s) 18351

Generally
Section(s) 87300, 87313; Reg(s) 18329.5, 18351, 18730, 18730.1, 18750, 18751, 18754, 18755, 18940.1, 18945

Judicial Branch Agencies; Review and Preparation of Codes
Section(s) 87311.5; Reg(s) 18732.5

Order to Adopt by Superior Court
Section(s) 87305; Reg(s) 18751

Public Pension and Retirement System Agencies
Section(s) 87314; Reg(s) 18751

Required Provisions
Section(s) 87302; Reg(s) 18351, 18700.3, 18704, 18720, 18722, 18728.5, 18730 – 18735, 18751, 18754, 18940, 18940.1, 18942, 18944, 18945, 18946, 18946.1, 18946.2, 18946.3, 18946.5, 18950, 18950.1

Review and Preparation; Administrative Procedure Act
Section(s) 87311; Reg(s) 18351, 18751

Written Statements by Local Agencies
Section(s) 87306.5; Reg(s) 18736.1, 18751

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

Disclosure
Section(s) 81010.5, 87200 – 87210; Reg(s) 18115, 18230, 18233, 18531.5, 18700.3, 18707, 18720, 18722-18730.1, 18732.5, 18735, 18740, 18753, 18754, 18940, 18940.1, 18941, 18942, 18942.1, 18942.2, 18942.3, 18944, 18945, 18945.2, 18946- 18946.5, 18950, 18950.1

Enforcement Powers
Section(s) 87102

General Prohibitions

Materiality Standard
Section(s) 87104; Reg(s) 18702-18702.5

Disqualification; Manner of
Section(s) 87105; Reg(s) 18707

Disqualification of Former Officers and Employees
Section(s) 87400-87405; Reg(s) 18741.1, 18746.4

Disqualification of Members of Appointed Boards or Commissions
Section(s) 84308; Reg(s) 18438-1 - 18438.8

Disqualification of State Officers and Employees
Section(s) 87450; Reg(s) 18229.1

Legally Required Participation in Governmental Decision
Section(s) 87101; Reg(s) 18704, 18705, 18707

Legislature; Use of Position to Influence Decisions
Section(s) 87102.5; Reg(s) 18232, 18700.1, 18700.2, 18701, 18701.1, 18702, 18702.1, 18702.2, 18702.3, 18702.4, 18703 – 18706, 18707, 18730, 18730.1, 18940, 18940.2, 18941, 18942, 18942.1, 18944, 18945, 18946.2, 18950.1

Public Generally; Exception
Section(s) 87102.5, 87102.6, 87102.8, 87103; Reg(s) 18700, 18703

Violation
Section(s) 91003.5

CONSTRUCTION OF TITLE

Section(s) 81003; Reg(s) 18705

CONSULTANT; DEFINED

Section(s) 82019, 82048; Reg(s) 18700.3

CONSULTANTS; PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS

Section(s) 87100.1

CONTINUOUS SERVICE; STATEMENTS OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS REPORTING EXCEPTION

See “STATEMENTS OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS”

CONTRIBUTIONS

Acceptable Sources
Section(s) 89510; Reg(s) 18421.7

Aggregated Contributions
Section(s) 82015.5; Reg(s) 18428, 18450.1, 18450.3

Attributing Contributions
Section 85319.5
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Candidates, from; Restrictions
Section(s) 85305; Reg(s) 18421.4, 18535, 18536; Opinion in re Rios O-17-001

Carry Over
Section(s) 85317; Reg(s) 18531.6, 18531.61, 18531.63, 18531.64, 18537.1

Communications Among Members; Exceptions
Section(s) 85312; Reg(s) 18215, 18215.2, 18531.7,

Cryptocurrency Contributions
Section 85201; Reg(s) 18215.4.

Definition
Section(s) 81010.5, 82015; Reg(s) 18115, 18215, 18215.2, 18216, 18225.7, 18402.2, 18420.1, 18421.1, 18421.31, 18422, 18422.1, 18423, 18428, 18521.5, 18530.3, 18531.7, 18540, 18572, 18950, 18950.3

Earmarking
Section(s) 84501; Reg(s) 18450.1, 18450.3, 18450.5, 18450.11

Excessive Contributions, Return or Attribution of
Section 85319.5

Family
Section(s) 85308

Foreign Entities; Prohibitions
Section(s) 85320

Held in Trust for Specific Office
Section(s) 89510; Reg(s) 18421.7

Intermediary or Agent, from
Section(s) 84302; Reg(s) 18402.2 18432.5

Legal Name, Made Under
Section(s) 84301

Limitations; Elections Held Prior to January 1, 2001
Section(s) 85321; Reg(s) 18531.6, 18531.61, 18537

Limitations; Local Jurisdiction Default
Section(s) 85702.5; Reg(s) 18404.1, 18421.4, 18421.8, 18521, 18521.5, 18523.1, 18530.2, 18530.8, 18531.2, 18531.5, 18531.63, 18531.64, 18533, 18536, 18537.1, 18951

Limitations; Prohibition on Use of Public Funds
Section(s) 85300; Reg(s) 18530

Loans
Section(s) 84216, 85307; Reg(s) 18421.4, 18530.7, 18530.8

Lobbyists, from
Section(s) 85702; Reg(s) 18572

Members of Appointed Boards or Commissions, to; Disqualification
Section(s) 84308; Reg(s) 18438-1 - 18438.8

Persons, from; Limitations
Section(s) 85301; Reg(s) 18404.1, 18421.4, 18421.8, 18530, 18521, 18521.5, 18523, 18530.2, 18530.4, 18530.8, 18531, 18531.2, 18531.5, 18531.6, 18531.61, 18533, 18535, 18536, 18537, 18537.1, 18544, 18545, 18951

Political Parties, to; Limitations
Section(s) 85303; Reg(s) 18421.4, 18531.5, 18531.6, 18531.7, 18535, 18538, 18544, 18545

Prohibitions
Section(s) 84300, 84301, 84302, 84304, 84306, 84307, 84308, 84309

Receipt After the Date of the Election
Section(s) 85316; Reg(s) 18521.5, 18531.6, 18531.62, 18531.63, 18531.64, 18537.1, 18544, 18545

Received by Agents of Candidates or Committees
Section(s) 84306; Reg(s) 18421.1, 18421.3, 18421.31,

Received for Primary and General Elections
Section(s) 85318; Reg(s) 18521, 18531.6, 18531.61, 18531.63, 18531.64, 18536, 18537.1

Recurring Contributions
Section 85701.5

Returning
Section(s) 85319, 85319.5

Small Contributor Committees, from; Limitations
Section(s) 85302; Reg(s) 18421.4, 18503, 18521, 18521.5,18523, 18523.1, 18531, 18531.5, 18531.6, 18531.61, 18531.63, 18531.64, 18544, 18545

State Office Buildings, in; Prohibition
Section(s) 84309; Reg(s) 18439

CONTRIBUTOR, NOTIFICATION TO
Section(s) 84105; Reg(s) 18427.1

CONTROLLED COMMITTEE; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82016; Reg(s) 18217, 18405, 18521.5

COPIES OF REPORTS AND STATEMENTS
See “REPORTS AND STATEMENTS”

COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT
Section(s) 83124; Reg(s) 18531.10,18544, 18545

COSTS; ATTORNEY FEES; BOND
Section(s) 91012

COUNTY; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82017

COUNTY CENTRAL COMMITTEE CANDIDATES WHO RECEIVE OR SPEND LESS THAN $2,000
Section(s) 84207

CRIMINAL AND CIVIL ENFORCEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Section(s) 91001; Reg(s) 18315

CRIMINAL AND CIVIL LIABILITY FOR VIOLATIONS
Section(s) 9100-91014

CRIMINAL AND CIVIL PENALTIES AND REMEDIES
Section(s) 91000 – 91015; Reg(s) 18315, 18316.6, 18427, 18610, 18612, 18615

CRYPTOCURRENCY CONTRIBUTIONS
See “CONTRIBUTIONS”

CUMULATIVE AMOUNT; DEFINITION
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ENFORCEMENT
Section(s) 91000 – 91014; Reg(s) 18315, 18316.6, 18427, 18610, 18612, 18615

ENFORCEMENT OF SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY CAMPAIGN ORDINANCE
Section(s) 83123.5

ENFORCEMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT CAMPAIGN AND ETHICS ORDINANCE
Section(s) 83123.6

ENTITY; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82015.5

EXPENDITURE; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82025; Reg(s) 18215.2, 18225.4, 18225.7, 18421.1, 18421.6, 18423, 18450.11, 18526, 18530.3, 18531.7

EXPENDITURE CEILING
Section(s) 85400 – 85403; Reg(s) 18421.4, 18540 – 18545

EXPENDITURES
Associated with Seeking or Holding Office
Section(s) 89512; Reg(s) 18421.7

By Agent or Independent Contractor; Campaign
Section(s) 84303; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18421.7-18421.9, 18421.11, 18431

By Committees not Controlled by Candidates
Section(s) 89512.5

For Paid Online Communications
Section(s) 84211, 84303; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18423,

EXTERNAL MANAGER; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82025.3

FILER; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82026

FILING OFFICER
Definition
Section(s) 82027; Reg(s) 18227, 18227.5

Duties of
Section(s) 81010, 81010.5; Reg(s) 18110, 18115, 18115.1, 18115.2, 18732.5

FINANCIAL INTEREST; PUBLIC OFFICIAL
Section(s) 82048.8, 87103; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18232, 18700 – 18707, 18730, 18730.1, 18940 – 18946.2, 18950.1

FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS OF THE PEOPLE
Section(s) 81001

FINDINGS OF PROBABLE CAUSE; REQUIREMENTS
Section(s) 83115.5; Reg(s) 18361 – 18361.8, 18362

FINES; LATE FILING OF STATEMENTS
Section(s) 91013

FOREIGN ENTITIES; CONTRIBUTION LIMITATIONS
See “CONTRIBUTIONS”

FORMAT FOR STATE MEASURERS
See “BALLOT PAMPHLET”

FORMS; LOANS
Section(s) 84212; Reg(s) 18404.2

FORMULATION; AGENCY CODES
See “CONFLICT OF INTEREST CODES”

FUNDRAISING PAYMENTS MADE TO A SPOUSE OR DOMESTIC PARTNER; PROHIBITION
See “CAMPAIGN FUNDS”

GENERAL PROVISIONS; TITLE
Section(s) 81000 – 81016; Reg(s) 18104, 18110, 18115, 18115.1, 18200, 18312 18313.5, 18313.6, 18400, 18402.2, 18421.10, 18426.1, 18427, 18539.2, 18705, 18757

GENERAL PURPOSE COMMITTEE
Section(s) 82027.5; Reg(s) 18227.5, 18421.8, 18521.5

GIFT
Definition
Section(s) 82028, 82048.8; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18730.1, 18932.4, 18940, 18940.1, 18941, 18942, 18942.1-18942.3, 18943 – 18944.4, 18943, 18945, 18945.2, 18946 – 18946.5, 18950 – 18950.3

Gift Limits
Section(s) 82028, 89503, 89503.5; Reg(s) 18730, 18730.1, 18736, 18940, 18940.2, 18941, 18942-18942.3, 18944-18944.3, 18945, 18945.2, 18946-18946.5, 18950-18950.3

Lobbyist, from
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Section(s) 86201, 86203; Reg(s) 18600, 18623, 18624, 18942, 18945, 18946.2

Made Through Intermediaries and Others; Disclosure
Section(s) 87210, 87313; Reg(s) 18723.1, 18730, 18732.5, 18751, 18754, 18945

Notification to Beneficiary of
Section(s) 81010.5, 86112.5; Reg(s) 18115, 18640

Reporting on Statements of Economic Interests
Section(s) 87207; Reg(s) 18723.1, 18728, 18728.5, 18730, 18732.5, 18732.6, 18740, 18754, 18940, 18941, 18942, 18942.1, 18942.2, 18942.3, 18944, 18945, 18945.2, 18946-18946.5, 18950

Violations
Section(s) 89503.5, 8952; Reg(s) 18960
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HONORARIUM
Section(s) 89501, 89502; Reg(s) 18730, 18736, 18930 – 18933, 18940, 18944, 18945.1, 18946.2, 18946.5, 18946.6, 18950, 18950.1, 18950.2

HONORARIUM; VIOLATIONS
Section(s) 89521; Reg(s) 18960

-I-

IDENTIFICATION OF BALLOT MEASURE COMMITTEES
Section(s) 84107; Reg(s) 18225.1, 18531.5

IDENTIFICATION OF SPONSORED COMMITTEE
Section(s) 84106;

IDENTIFICATION ON SLATE MAILERS
Section(s) 84305.5; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18401.1, 18435.5

IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR TELEPHONE CALLS
Section(s) 84310; Reg(s) 18440, 18531.5

IMMEDIATE FAMILY; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82029, 82048.8; Reg(s) 18234, 18943

IMPOSITION OF ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Section(s) 81013; Reg(s) 18312

INCOME; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82030, 82048.8; Reg(s) 18230, 18232, 18234, 18235, 18278.5, 18940, 18943, 18944, 18950.1, 18950.2, 18950.3

INCOME; DEVELOPER’S FEES TO GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES
Section(s) 87103.6

INCOME; EARNED
See “EARNED INCOME”

INCOME FROM RETAIL SALES; DISQUALIFICATION EXCEPTION
Section(s) 87103.5

INCOME, REPORTING ON STATEMENTS OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS
See “STATEMENTS OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS”

INCUMBENCY
Section(s) 89000 – 98001

INCUMBENT ELECTED OFFICERS; USE OF PERSONAL FUNDS
Section(s) 89511.5

INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82031; Reg(s) 18225.7, 18420.1, 18521.5, 18530.3

INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES
Aggregation
Reg(s) 18225.4

By Candidate Controlled Committees
Section(s) 85501

Internet Display of
Section(s) 85505; Reg(s) 18550, 18225.7

Late; Reporting
Section(s) 81005, 81010.5, 84204; Reg(s) 18115, 18421.11, 18550

Not Authorized by Candidate
Section(s) 84506.5; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18450.1, 18450.4, 18450.6, 18450.7

Online Disclosure of
Section(s) 85500; Reg(s) 18225.7, 18550

Verification Statement
Section(s) 84213; Reg(s) 18427, 18465.1,18570

INFLUENCING DECISIONS; ELECTED STATE OFFICERS
Section(s) 87102.8; Reg(s) 18232, 18700.1, 18700.2, 18701, 18701.1, 18702, 18702.1, 18702.2, 18702.3, 18702.4, 18703 – 18706, 18707, 18730, 18730.1, 18940, 18940.2, 18941, 18942, 18942.1, 18944, 18945, 18946.2, 18950.1

INFLUENCING DECISIONS; LEGISLATORS USING POSITION
Section(s) 87102.5; Reg(s) 18232, 18700.1, 18700.2, 18701, 18701.1, 18702, 18702.1, 18702.2, 18702.3, 18702.4, 18703, INFLUENCING PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYMENT
Section(s) 87407; Reg(s) 18747

INFLUENCING LEGISLATIVE OR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82032

INFORMATIONAL MATERIAL
Section(s) 82028; Reg(s) 18942, 18942.1

INJUNCTION
Section(s) 91003

IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS
Section(s) 81010.5, 82015; Reg(s) 18115, 18215 18215.2, 18216, 18225.7, 18402.2, 18420.1, 18421.1, 18421.31, 18422, 18422.1, 18423, 18428, 18521.5, 18530.3, 18531.7, 18540, 18572, 18950, 18950.3

INTEREST IN REAL PROPERTY; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82033; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18233, 18234, 18235, 18729

INTEREST IN TRUSTS
Section(s) 82033; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18233, 18234, 18235, 18729
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INTERMEDIARY
Section(s) 84302 – 85704; Reg(s) 18401, 18402.2, 18432.5, 18533

INVESTIGATIONS; NOTICE; SWORN COMPLAINTS
See “COMMISSION”

INVESTMENT; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82034; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18230, 18234, 18235, 18237

INVESTMENT OR INTEREST IN REAL PROPERTY; REPORTING REQUIREMENTS ON DISCLOSURE
STATEMENT
See “STATEMENTS OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS”

INVITATIONS
Section(s) 81010.5, 86112.3; Reg(s) 18115

-J-

JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY; PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR VIOLATION
Section(s) 91006; Reg(s) 18316.6

JUDGES; SEMI-ANNUAL CAMPAIGN STATEMENTS
Section(s) 81010.5, 84200; Reg(s) 18115, 18405, 18420, 18426

JUDGMENT ON THE MERITS; PRECEDENCE; DISMISSAL
Section(s) 91008

JUDICIAL ADVANCEMENT OF ACTION; RELATING TO PENDING ELECTION
Section(s) 83121

JUDICIAL BRANCH AGENCIES; REVIEW AND PREPARATION OF CODES
See “CONFLICT OF INTEREST CODES”

JUDICIAL REVIEW
Code Reviewing Body Actions
Section(s) 87308; Reg(s) 18732.5, 18751

Commission Actions
Section(s) 83120

JURISDICTION; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82035
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LAFCO PROPOSAL
Section(s) 82035.5, 84250-84252; Reg(s) 18417

LATE CONTRIBUTION; DEFINITION
Section(s) 81005, 82036; Reg(s) 18425, 18531.5

LATE CONTRIBUTION; REPORTS
Section(s) 81005, 81010.5, 84203; Reg(s) 18115, 18401, 18421.1, 18425, 18435, 18531.5

LATE FILING OF STATEMENT OR REPORT; FEES, FINES
Section(s) 91013

LATE INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE
Section(s) 81005, 81010.5, 82036.5; Reg(s) 18115, 18550

LATE IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS
Section(s) 81010.5, 84203.3; Reg(s) 18115, 18421.1, 18425

LAUNDERED CONTRIBUTIONS; RECEIPT OF
Section(s) 85701

LEASEHOLD INTERESTS AS REAL PROPERTY
Section(s) 82033, 87206.5; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18233, 18234, 18235, 18723.1, 18729, 18730, 18732.5, 18754

LEAVING OFFICE STATEMENT OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS
See “STATEMENTS OF ECONOMIC INTEREST”

LEGAL DEFENSE FUND
Section(s) 81010.5, 85304; Reg(s) 18115, ., 18521.5, 18530.45

Local Candidates and Elected Officeholders
Section(s) 85304.5; Reg(s) 18521.5, 18530.45, 18535

Sexual Harassment and Sexual Abuse
Section(s) 85304, 85304.5, 89513; Reg(s) 18530.45

LEGALLY REQUIRED PARTICIPATION IN GOVERNMENTAL DECISION; CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
See “CONFLICTS OF INTEREST”

LEGISLATIVE ACTION; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82037

LEGISLATIVE OFFICIAL; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82038

LEGISLATURE; USE OF POSITION TO INFLUENCE DECISIONS; CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
See “CONFLICTS OF INTEREST”

LIABILITY FOR VIOLATIONS
Administrative
Section(s) 83116.5; Reg(s) 18316.5, 18316.6, 18402.2

Criminal and Civil
Section(s) 91000-91014; Reg(s) 18315, 18316.6, 18427, 18610, 18612, 18615

Joint and Several Responsibility
Section(s) 91006; Reg(s) 18316.6

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES
Section(s) 84109

LOAN TERMS
Section(s) 87461

LOANS
As Contributions
Section(s) 84216

As Income
Section(s) 82030, 82048.8; Reg(s) 18230, 18232, 18234, 18235, 18728.5, 18940, 18943, 18944, 18950.1, 18950.2, 18950.3

Contribution Limitations
Section(s) 85307; Reg(s) 18421.4, 18530.7, 18530.8
Forms for
Section(s) 84212; Reg(s) 18404.2

Made by a Candidate or Committee
Section(s) 84216.5

Made to Public Officials
Section(s) 87460 – 87462

Reporting on Statements of Economic Interests
Section(s) 87207; Reg(s) 18723.1, 18730, 18732.5, 18740, 18754

LOBBYING COALITION
Section(s) 82038.3, 86114, 86115, 86116; Reg(s) 18613, 18614, 18616, 18616.4, 18623

LOBBYING FIRM

Accounting; Requirements
Reg(s) 18612

Definition
Section(s) 82038.5; Reg(s) 18238.5

Recordkeeping
Section(s) 81010.5, 86110; Reg(s) 18115, 18610, 18612, 18615

Registration Requirements
Section(s) 81010.5, 86104; Reg(s) 18115

Reports; Contents
Section(s) 81010.5, 86114; Reg(s) 18115, 18613, 18614, 18616.4, 18623

LOBBYING REPORTS

When to File
Section(s) 81010.5, 86117; Reg(s) 18115, 18617

Where to File
Section(s) 86118

LOBBYIST

Accounting; Requirements
Reg(s) 18610

Certification; Requirements
Section(s) 81010.5, 86103; Reg(s) 18115, 18601, 18603.1

Church or Religious Society Exemption
Section(s) 86300(c)

Contingency Fees; Prohibition
Section(s) 86205, Reg(s) 18625, 18626

Contributions from; Prohibition
Section(s) 85702; Reg(s) 18572

Exemptions
Section(s) 86300; Reg(s) 18249

Definition
Section(s) 82039; Reg(s) 18239, 18601

Directory; Online Version
Section(s) 81010.5, 86109.5; Reg(s) 18115

Gifts from; Prohibition
Section(s) 86203, 86204, 86205, 89503.5; Reg(s) 18600, 18624, 18625, 18626, 18942, 18945, 18946.2

Loans from; Prohibition
Section(s) 86205; Reg(s) 18625, 18626

Recordkeeping
Section(s) 81010.5, 86110; Reg(s) 18115, 18610, 18612, 18615

Registration and Reporting Requirements
Section(s) 81010.5, 86100 – 86118; Reg(s) 18115, 18229.1, 18249, 18600, 18601, 18603, 18603.1, 18610, 18611, 18612, 18613, 18614, 18616, 18616.4, 18617, 18623, 18640, 18945, 18942, 18950

Reports; Contents
Section(s) 81010.5, 86113; Reg(s) 18115, 18616, 18616.4, 18623

LOBBYIST EMPLOYER

Accounting; Requirements
Reg(s) 18615

Definition
Section(s) 82039.5; Reg(s) 18239.5

Registration Requirements
Section(s) 81010.5, 86105; Reg(s) 18115

Recordkeeping
Section(s) 81010.5, 86110; Reg(s) 18115, 18610, 18612, 18615

Reports; Contents
Section(s) 81010.5, 86116; Reg(s) 18115, 18616, 18616.4, 18623

LOCAL CAMPAIGN ORDINANCES

Section(s) 81009.5, 85703; Reg(s) 18531.7

Enforcement by Commission
Section(s) 83123.5, 83123.6,

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY

Definition
Section(s) 82041; Reg(s) 18754

Review of Conflict of Interest Codes
Section(s) 87306.5; Reg(s) 18736.1, 18751
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MADE AT THE BEHEST OF; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82041.3; Reg(s) 18225.7, 18424, 18424.1, 18424.2

MAILING OF REPORTS AND STATEMENTS
See “REPORTS AND STATEMENTS”

MAJOR DONOR

Definition
Section(s) 82013; Reg(s) 18420.1, 18421.10, 18428, 18450.3

Notification
Section(s) 84105; Reg(s) 18427.1
MAJORITY OWNED; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82015.5

MANDATORY AUDITS AND INVESTIGATIONS
Commission
Section(s) 90006; Reg(s) 18531.62, 18998
Franchise Tax Board
Section(s) 90001; Reg(s) 18531.62, 18601, 18991 – 18993, 18995, 18997, 18998

MANDATORY AUDITS AND INVESTIGATIONS
Commission
Section(s) 90006; Reg(s) 18531.62, 18998
Franchise Tax Board
Section(s) 90001; Reg(s) 18531.62, 18601, 18991 – 18993, 18995, 18997, 18998

MANNER; FORM OF PRINTING MEASURES; BALLOT PAMPHLET
See "BALLOT PAMPHLET"

MASS ELECTRONIC MAILING; DEFINITION
Section(s) 84305; Reg(s) 18435, 18531.5

MASS MAILING
Definition
Section(s) 82041.5; Reg(s) 18435, 18901.1
Identification of Sender
Section(s) 84305; Reg(s) 18435, 18531.5
Public Expense Prohibition
Section(s) 89001, 89002, 89003; Reg(s) 18901.1
Requirements for
Section(s) 84305; Reg(s), 18435, 18531.5

MEASURE; COMMITTEES SUPPORTING AND OPPOSING; PROPONENTS; TIME FOR FILING
Section(s) 81010.5, 84200.5; Reg(s) 18115, 18405, 18531.5

MEASURE; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82043; Reg(s) 18531.5

MEASURE; LAFCO PROPOSAL
See “LAFCO PROPOSAL”

MEMBERSHIP OF COMMISSION
See “COMMISSION”

MULTIAGENCY FILERS
Section(s) 87350; Reg(s) 18732.5, 18735.5

MULTI-LAYER REPORTING; MULTIPURPOSE ORGANIZATIONS
See “MULTIPURPOSE ORGANIZATIONS”

MULTIPURPOSE ORGANIZATIONS
Section(s) 84222, 84222.5; Reg(s) 18422, 18422.1, 18427.1

NEWSLETTER OR MASS MAILING; PUBLIC EXPENSE PROHIBITION
Section(s) 90001; Reg(s) 18901.1

NONGENERAL LEGISLATION; DEFINITION
Section(s) 87102.6; Reg(s) 18232, 18700.1, 18700.2, 18701, 18701.1, 18702, 18702.1, 18702.2, 18702.3, 18702.4, 18702.5, 18703

NONMONETARY CONTRIBUTIONS
Section(s) 81010.5, 82015; Reg(s) 18215 18215.2, 18216, 18225.7, 18402.2, 18420.1, 18421.1, 18421.31, 18422, 18422.1, 18423, 18428, 18521.5, 18530.3, 18531.7, 18540, 18572, 18950, 18950.3

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Controlled Committee
Reg(s) 18217
Disclosing Travel Payments
Section(s) 89506
Publicly Funded Nonprofit Organizations
Section(s) 84222.5
Qualifying as Recipient Committees
Section(s) 84222, 84222.5; Reg(s) 18422, 18422.1, 18427.1
Top Contributor Disclosure; 501(c)(3)
Section(s) 84501

NOTIFICATION TO BENEFICIARY OF A GIFT
See “GIFT”

NOTIFICATION TO CONTRIBUTORS OF $5,000
Section(s) 84105; Reg(s) 18427.1

OCCUPATION AND EMPLOYER; DISCLOSURE OF
Section(s) 82048.8, 84211 – 85700; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18401, 18421.1, 18421.3, 18421.4, 18421.7-18421.10, 18422, 18423, 18428, 18430, 18431, 18435, 18526, 18531.5, 18537, 18570, 18943

ODD-YEAR CAMPAIGN STATEMENTS
See “CAMPAIGN STATEMENTS”

OFFICEHOLDER ACCOUNTS, STATE OFFICIALS
Section(s) 85316; Reg(s) 18521.5, 18531.6, 18531.62, 18531.63, 18531.64, 18537.1, 18544, 18545

OFFICEHOLDER EXPENDITURES
Section(s) 89512; Reg(s) 18421.7

OFFICEHOLDERS; ANNUAL STATEMENTS
Section(s) 81010.5, 87203; Reg(s) 18115, 18720, 18723, 18723.1, 18730, 18732.5, 18735, 18754

OFFICIALS; ELECTED, APPOINTED, AND HOLD OVER, STATEMENTS OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS
See “STATEMENTS OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS”

ONLINE; WHO SHALL FILE
Section(s) 84605; Reg(s) 18450.11, 18451, 18465, 18465.1

ONLINE COMMUNICATIONS, PAID; REPORTING EXPENDITURES
Section(s) 84211, 84303; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18241, 18241.1, 18241.3, 18241.4, 18241.5, 18241.6, 18241.7, 18241.8, 18241.9, 18241.10, 18241.11, 18243, 18428, 18430, 18431, 18526, 18531.5, 18537

ONLINE DISCLOSURE
Section(s) 84600 – 84616; Reg(s) 18450.11, 18451, 18465, 18465.1
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ONLINE DISCLOSURE OF CONTRIBUTIONS
Section(s) 81005, 81010.5, 85309; Reg(s) 18115, 18425

ONLINE DISCLOSURE OF INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES
Section(s) 85500; Reg(s) 18225.7, 18550

OPINIONS; REQUESTS OF AND ISSUANCE BY COMMISSION
See “COMMISSION”

ORDER OF NAMES ON BALLOT
Section(s) 89000

ORDER TO ADOPT BY SUPERIOR COURT; AGENCY
CONFLICT OF INTEREST CODES
Section(s) 87305; Reg(s) 18751

ORGANIZATION OF COMMITTEES
See “COMMITTEE”

OUT OF STATE AND FEDERAL POLITICAL ACTION
COMMITTEES
Section(s) 84222; Reg(s) 18422, 18422.1, 18427.1
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PARENT, SUBSIDIARY, OTHERWISE RELATED BUSINESS
ENTITY; DEFINITION
Section(s) 84308; Reg(s) 18438.1-18438.8

PAYMENT; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82044; Reg(s) 18944, 18950.1

PAYMENT TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATIVE OR
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82045; Reg(s) 18229.1

PENALTIES

Civil Penalties
Section(s) 91005.5; Reg(s) 18315

Collection of
Section(s) 91013.5

Criminal and Civil Penalties and Remedies
Section(s) 91000 – 91014; Reg(s) 18315, 18316.6, 18427, 18610, 18612, 18615

Violations
Section(s) 91000 – 91014; Reg(s) 18315, 18316.6, 18427, 18610, 18612, 18615

PERIOD COVERED; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82046

PERIODIC REPORTS

Filing; Time
Section(s) 81010.5, 86117; Reg(s) 18115, 18617

Lobbying Firms
Section(s) 81010.5, 86114; Reg(s) 18115, 18613, 18614, 18616.4, 18623

Lobbyist Employers and Others

Section(s) 81010.5, 86115, 86116; Reg(s) 18115, 18614, 18616, 18616.4, 18623

Lobbyists
Section(s) 81010.5, 86113; Reg(s) 18115, 18611, 18623, 18942

Public Documents
Section(s) 90004; Reg(s) 18531.62, 18993, 18995, 18998

State and Local Agency Disclosure
Section(s) 81010.5, 86116.5; Reg(s) 18115, 18616

Where to File
Section(s) 86118

PERSON; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82047; Reg(s) 18432.5

PERSONS COMPLETING AND BEGINNING TERM OF OFFICE
ON THE SAME DAY; CONTINUOUS SERVICE
See “STATEMENTS OF ECONOMIC INTEREST”

PLACEMENT AGENT

Definition
Section(s) 82047.3

Fees
Section(s) 86206

Postgovernmental Ban
Section(s) 87410

POLITICAL DISCLOSURE, ACCOUNTABILITY,
TRANSPARENCY, AND ACCESS FUND
Section(s) 84613

POLITICAL PARTY COMMITTEE; DEFINITION
Section(s) 85205; Reg(s) 18530.3

POST-ELECTION FUNDRAISING; ELECTIONS HELD PRIOR
TO JANUARY 1, 2001; CONTRIBUTION LIMITATIONS
See “CONTRIBUTIONS”

POSTGOVERNMENTAL BAN ON PLACEMENT AGENT
ACTIVITIES
See “PLACEMENT AGENT”

POSTGOVERNMENTAL EMPLOYMENT RESTRICTIONS ACT
Section(s) 87406; Reg(s) 18746.1, 18746.2, 18746.4

POSTGOVERNMENTAL EMPLOYMENT RESTRICTIONS

Board of Administration of the Public Employees’ Retirement
System and Teachers’ Retirement Board.
Section(s) 87408

Districts and District Boards
Section(s) 87406.1; Reg(s) 18746.2

Elected State Officer or State Employee
Section(s) 87406; Reg(s) 18746.1, 18746.2, 18746.4

Legislature, Member of
Section(s) 87406; Reg(s) 18746.1, 18746.2, 18746.4

Local Officials
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Section(s) 87406.3; Reg(s) 18746.2, 18746.3, 18746.4

POSTMARK; MAILING OF REPORT OR STATEMENT
See “REPORTS AND STATEMENTS”

PREELECTION STATEMENTS
Section(s) 81010.5, 84200.5, 84200.8, 84200.9; Reg(s) 18115, 18405, 18531.5

PRESERVATION OF REPORTS AND STATEMENTS
See “REPORTS AND STATEMENTS”

PRIMARILY FORMED COMMITTEE
See “COMMITTEE”

PRINCIPAL OFFICER
Section(s) 82047.6; Reg(s) 18400, 18421.10

PRINTING SPECIFICATIONS; BALLOT PAMEPHLET
See “BALLOT PAMPHLET”

PROBABLE CAUSE; FINDINGS OF
Section(s) 83115.5; Reg(s) 18327, 18361 – 18361.8, 18362

PROCEDURE FOR CIVIL ACTIONS
See “CIVIL ACTION”

PROCEEDINGS TO EXCLUDE FORMER STATE OFFICERS; CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Section(s) 87404

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS AS CONSULTANTS
Section(s) 87100.1

PROHIBITION ON USE OF PUBLIC FUNDS; CONTRIBUTION LIMITATIONS
See “CONTRIBUTIONS”

PROHIBITIONS; CAMPAIGNS
Section(s) 84300 – 84309; Reg(s) 18215.4, 18229.1, 18401, 18401.1, 18402.2, 18421.1, 18421.3, 18421.5, 18421.7, 18421.8, 18421.9, 18421.11, 18421.31, 18431, 18432.5, 18435, 18435.5, 18438.1 – 18439, 18531.5

PROHIBITIONS; GIFTS; COMMISSION MEMBERS
See “COMMISSION”

PROHIBITIONS; LOBBYIST
See “LOBBYIST”

PROPOONENT OF A STATE BALLOT MEASURE; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82047.7

PUBLIC FUNDS, PROHIBITION ON USE OF; CONTRIBUTION LIMITATIONS
See “CONTRIBUTIONS”

PUBLIC GENERALLY
Section(s) 87102.5, 87102.6, 87102.8, 87103; Reg(s) 18700, 18703

PUBLIC INVESTMENTS
Section(s) 87200; Reg(s) 18700.3

PUBLIC MONEYS
Section(s) 85206

PUBLIC OFFICIAL; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82048; Reg(s) 18700.3, 18940.1

PUBLIC RECORDS; INSPECTION AND REPRODUCTION; REPORTS AND STATEMENTS
See “REPORTS AND STATEMENTS”

PUBLICLY FUNDED NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Section(s) 84222.5

PURPOSES OF THE TITLE
Section(s) 81002; Reg(s) 18313.5, 18313.6, 18705

-Q-

QUALIFICATIONS; REMOVAL; COMMISSION MEMBERS
See “COMMISSION”

QUASI-JUDICIAL BODIES CONTRIBUTIONS TO MEMBERS OF; DISQUALIFICATION
Section(s) 84308; Reg(s) 18438.1 18438.8

QUASI-LEGISLATIVE ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
Reg(s) 18202

-R-

REAL PROPERTY
Definition
Section(s) 82033; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18233, 18234, 18235, 18729

Disclosure
Section(s) 87206; Reg(s) 18233, 18723.1, 18729, 18730, 18732.5, 18754

RECALL COMMITTEES; ELECTED STATE OFFICER
Section(s) 85315; Reg(s) 18531.5, 18535Opinion(s) in re Rios O-17-001

RECORDKEEPING; CAMPAIGN
Section(s) 86204, 89503.5

RECURRING CONTRIBUTIONS
Section 85701.5
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REGULATIONS; COMMISSION
See “COMMISSION”

REPORTS AND STATEMENTS

Amendments
Section(s) 81004.5

Copies
Section(s) 81008

Digital Signature
Section 81004; Reg(s) 18104

Email, Filing by
Section 81004

Mailing
Section(s) 81007

Perjury; Verification
Section(s) 81004, Reg(s) 18104, 18115.1, 18313.6, 18400, 18402.2, 18421.10, 18426.1, 18427, 18539.2, 18757

Retention of
Section(s) 81009

Public Records; Inspection and Reproduction; Reports and Statements
Section(s) 81008

When to File
Section(s) 81005, 81010.5, 84200 – 84204; Reg(s) 18115, 18401, 18405, 18420, 18421.1, 18422, 18425, 18426, 18435, 18531.5, 18550

REQUESTS FOR ADVICE AND OPINIONS; COMMISSION
See “COMMISSION”

RESTRICTIONS ON ACTIVITIES OF FORMER INVESTMENT OFFICIALS; ASSISTING OTHERS
Section(s) 87409

RETENTION PERIOD FOR CAMPAIGN STATEMENTS
See “CAMPAIGN STATEMENTS”

RETENTION PERIODS FOR REPORTS AND STATEMENTS
See “REPORTS AND STATEMENTS”

REVOLVING DOOR PROVISIONS, STATE AND LOCAL OFFICIALS
Section(s) 87400-87407; Reg(s) 18741.1 – 18747

RULES AND REGULATIONS; COMMISSION
See “COMMISSION”

SECRETARY OF STATE
Duties; Online Filing

Section(s) 84602
Duties; Disclosure of Local Campaign Finance Information
Section(s) 84602.3

SELF-INCRIIMINATION; GRANT OF IMMUNITY; COMMISSION
See “COMMISSION”

SEMI-ANNUAL CAMPAIGN STATEMENTS
See “CAMPAIGN STATEMENTS”

SEVERABILITY OF ACT’S PROVISIONS
Section(s) 81015

SIGNATURES, SECURE ELECTRONIC
Reg(s) 18104

SLATE MAILER
Definition
Section(s) 82048.3; Reg(s) 18401.1

Identification
Section(s) 84305.5; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18401.1, 18435.5

Requirements; Use of Logos or “Public Safety” Names
Section(s) 84305.7

SLATE MAILER ORGANIZATION
Definition
Section(s) 82048.4; Reg(s) 18401.1

Late Payments
Section(s) 81010.5, 84220; Reg(s) 18115, 18401.1

Semi-Annual Statements
Section(s) 81010.5, 84218; Reg(s) 18115, 18401.1

Semi-Annual Statements; Contents
Section(s) 84219; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18401.1

Statement of Organization
Section(s) 81010.5, 84108; Reg(s) 18115, 18402.1

Termination
Section(s) 84221

SMALL CONTRIBUTOR COMMITTEE
Section(s) 85203; Reg(s) 18503

SOURCE OF INCOME; PAYMENTS TO GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES
Section(s) 87103.6

SPECIAL ELECTIONS AND SPECIAL RUNOFF ELECTIONS
Section(s) 85204.5, 85314; Reg(s) 18421.4

SPOKESPERSON DISCLOSURE
Section(s) 84511; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18450.1, 18450.6, 18450.11, 18531.5

SPONSORED COMMITTEE

SECRETARY OF STATE; POLITICAL DISCLOSURE, ACCOUNTABILITY, TRANSPARENCY, AND ACCESS FUND
Section(s) 84613
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Definition
Section(s) 82048.7; Reg(s) 18419, 18421.1

Identification
Section(s) 84106

SPOUSE; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82048.8; Reg(s) 18419, 18421.1

STATE AGENCY; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82049; Reg(s) 18249, 18754

STATE BALLOT MEASURE, PROPONENT OF; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82047.7

STATE CANDIDATE; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82050

STATE MEASURE; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82051

STATE MEASURE PROPONENT; CONTROLLED COMMITTEE
See “CONTROLLED COMMITTEE”

STATE OFFICE BUILDINGS; TRANSMITTAL OF CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION
See “CONTRIBUTIONS”

STATEMENT OF INTENTION TO BE A CANDIDATE
See “CANDIDATE”

STATEMENT OF ORGANIZATION

Amendment
Section(s) 81010.5, 84103; Reg(s) 18115, 18402.1, 18404.1, 18410, 18503, 18521.5

Contents
Section(s) 84102; Reg(s) 18402, 18402.1, 18404.1, 18410, 18419, 18421.8, 18430, 18503, 18521.5

Filing
Section(s) 81010.5, 84101; Reg(s) 18115, 18402.1, 18404, 18410, 18421.8, 18503, 18520, 18521

STATEMENTS OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS

City and County Website Notification
Section(s) 87505; Reg(s) 18115.2

Continuous Service; Statements of Economic Interests Reporting Exception
Section(s) 81010.5, 87205; Reg(s) 18115, 18723.1, 18730, 18732.5, 18754

Disclosure
Section(s) 81010.5, 87200 – 87210; Reg(s) 18115, 18230, 18233, 18531.5, 18700.3, 18707, 18720, 18722-18730.1, 18732.5, 18735, 18740, 18753, 18754, 18940, 18941, 18942, 18942.2, 18942.3, 18944, 18945, 18945.2, 18946 - 18946.5, 18950, 18950.1

Disclosure by Candidates for Elective Office
Section(s) 87302.3; Reg(s) 18754

Disclosure by Members of Boards and Commissions of Newly Created Agencies
Section(s) 81010.5, 87302.6; Reg(s) 18115, 18751, 18754

Electronic Filing
Section(s) 87500.2; Reg(s) 18115, 18756, 18757

Income Reporting
Section(s) 87207; Reg(s) 18723.1, 18728, 18728.5, 18730, 18730.1, 18732.5, 18740, 18754, 18940, 18941, 18942, 18942.1, 18942.2, 18942.3, 18944, 18945, 18945.2, 18946 – 18946.5, 18950, 18950.1

Leaving Office Statement of Economic Interests
Section(s) 81010.5, 87204; Reg(s) 18115, 18722, 18723, 18723.1, 18730, 18732.5, 18735, 18754, 18940

Multiple Positions; Public Officials
Reg(s) 18723.1

Officials; Elected, Appointed, and Hold Over
Section(s) 81010.5, 87202; Reg(s) 18115, 18722, 18723, 18723.1, 18730, 18732.5, 18735, 18754, 18940

Real Property Investment or Interest
Section(s) 87206; Reg(s) 18233, 18723.1, 18729, 18730, 18732.5, 18754

Real Property Investment or Income; Incorporation by Reference
Section(s) 87208; Reg(s) 18233.1, 18730, 18732.5, 18754

Where to File
Section(s) 87500; Reg(s) 18115, 18115.1, 18115.2, 18227, 18732.5, 18735.5, 18753, 18754, 18757

STATEMENTS AND REPORTS
See “REPORTS AND STATEMENTS”

STATEWIDE CANDIDATE; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82052

STATEWIDE ELECTION; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82052.5

STATEWIDE ELECTIVE OFFICE; DEFINITION
Section(s) 82053

STATEWIDE PETITION

Definition
Section(s) 82054

Information Required on
Section(s) 81011.5

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS; CIVIL ACTIONS
Section(s) 91011

STREET ADDRESS, DEFINED
Reg(s) 18520

SUBMISSION; CODE REVIEWING BODY, AGENCY CODES
Section(s) 87303; Reg(s) 18351, 18750, 18751, 18755

SUBPOENA POWERS; COMMISSION
See “COMMISSION”

SUMMARY; BALLOT PAMPHLET
See “BALLOT PAMPHLET”
SURPLUS CAMPAIGN FUNDS
See “CAMPAIGN FUNDS”

TEACHERS' RETIREMENT BOARD CANDIDATES; CAMPAIGN STATEMENTS
Section(s) 82023, 82024, 84200.9, 84225; Reg(s) 18451.1, 18723

TELEPHONE CALLS; IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
Section(s) 84310; Reg(s) 18440, 18531.5

TEXT MESSAGE
Contributions
Reg(s) 18421.31
Disclosure
Section(s) 84504.7; Reg(s) 18421.5, 18450.6, 18531.5

TERMINATION OF CAMPAIGN FILING REQUIREMENTS
See “CAMPAIGN STATEMENTS”

TERMS OF OFFICE; COMMISSION MEMBERS
See “COMMISSION”

TITLE; ACTIONS TO IMPLEMENT; COMMISSION
See “COMMISSION”

TOP CONTRIBUTOR; DISCLOSURE
Section(s) 84503; Reg(s) 18402, 18421.5, 18450.1, 18450.3, 18450.4, 18450.5, 18450.6, 18450.7, 18450.9, 18531.5

TOP TEN CONTRIBUTORS; DISCLOSURE
Section(s) 84223; Reg(s) 18422.5

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS
Section(s) 84222; Reg(s) 18422, 18422.1, 18427.1

TRANSMITTAL OF CONTRIBUTIONS IN STATE OFFICE BUILDINGS
See “CONTRIBUTIONS”

TRAVEL; PAYMENTS, ADVANCEMENTS, AND REIMBURSEMENTS
Section(s) 89506; Reg(s) 18930-18933, 18940, 18940.2, 18944, 18945.1, 18946.2, 18946.5, 18950-18950.2

TREASURER; RECORDS; COMMITTEE
Section(s) 84100; Reg(s) 18316.6, 18400, 18401, 18426.1, 18427

Compensation
Section(s) 89518

Cyber Security
Section(s) 89517.6

Donations or Loans
Section(s) 89515; Reg(s) 18229.1

Held by Officeholder Convicted of Certain Felonies of the Elections Code.
Section(s) 89519.5

Legal Defense; Sexual Harassment and Sexual Abuse
Section(s) 89513; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18421.7

Real Property, Appliances, or Equipment
Section(s) 89517; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18961

Security System
Section(s) 89517.5

Specific Activities
Section(s) 89513; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18421.7

Surplus Funds
Section(s) 89519; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18531.2, 18951

Vehicle Expenses
Section(s) 89516; Reg(s) 18229.1, 18961

Violations
Section(s) 89520

USE OF PERSONAL FUNDS BY INCUMBENT ELECTED OFFICERS
Section(s) 89511.5

USE OF POSITION TO INFLUENCE DECISIONS; ELECTED STATE OFFICER
See “CONFLICTS OF INTEREST”

USE OF POSITION TO INFLUENCE DECISIONS; LEGISLATURE
See “CONFLICTS OF INTEREST”

VACANCIES; QUORUM, COMMISSION
Section(s) 83104

VERIFICATION OF CAMPAIGN STATEMENTS
See “CAMPAIGN STATEMENTS”

VERIFICATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY; REPORTS AND STATEMENTS
See “REPORTS AND STATEMENTS”

VIOLATIONS
See “ENFORCEMENT” and “PENALTIES”

VOLUNTARY EXPENDITURE CEILINGS
Section(s) 85400 – 85403; Reg(s) 18421.4, 18540 - 18545